
Spain is one of the main exporters of cosmetics products, and is an innovative market that is
continually reinventing itself. 

Consumers are demanding more and more innovative products and the current trend accords
with the shift to greater sustainability and more natural end products and ingredients.
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What is the Cosmetics sector like in Spain?

Personal Care Account Manager

What products and services do you offer at Grupo ADI?

We are a chemical group with subsidiaries in Spain, Brazil, France and North Africa. Our activity is
focused on the manufacturing and distribution of a wide range of raw materials for different market
sectors, and we have both a sales structure and logistical warehouses.

Focusing on the Cosmetics sector, we distribute both our own manufactured and traded products,
placing on the market some of the main ingredients present in the vast majority of cosmetic
products, such as surfactants, emulsifiers, solubilizers, emollients, consistency factors, opacifiers
and other functional raw materials that endow formulations with different characteristics.

To mention some of our productions in high demand, they include surfactants used to keep the
skin clean and moisturized at the same time. This is achieved with mild surfactants, in line with the
current trend, as they contribute to maintaining lipid and protective layers by preventing water
loss through evaporation. 

Other products in high demand are ethoxylated fatty alcohols, polysorbates, castor oil and
polymers, those most commonly used being for hair formulations, such as hairsprays, hair dyes and
mousses, to give hair shape, shine and hold.

We also work with several customers in the area of extracts (conventional, bio...) and active
ingredients of natural origins.



It also broadens our scope, responding to direct customer demands. With our experience and
commercial contacts, we have reached collaboration agreements with other leading
manufacturers in the production of raw materials for this industry, which bolsters our enhanced
positioning in Spain.

What is the outlook in terms of growth in 2023 in Spain?

It’s difficult to know. This is a period of many international conflicts, and the uncertainty in the
markets makes any predictions we could make difficult, but we believe that, with our current
activity and positioning, we can continue to maintain growth in 2023.
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As I mentioned, our biggest advantage is that we manufacture some of the raw materials that are
found in many cosmetics, and we have a young and dynamic team that responds quickly to the
market’s demands. This allows us to provide raw materials with fewer limitations than other large
companies with narrower portfolios. 

What are Grupo ADI's main advantages in this division?


